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The New Yorker

The Borowitz Report: "In exchange for Canadian Mounties agreeing to stand down on their side of the border, the United States, in turn, would dismantle its nuclear weapons," Kim said.

Kim Jong Un Offers to Host Peace Talks Between United States and Canada

In addition to offering to host U.S.-Canada talks in Pyongyang, Kim urged the immediate creation of a...
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Slate.com

This is a catastrophe for voting rights.

Supreme Court, in 5–4 Decision, Allows States to Purge Voters for Their Failure to Vote

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2/?ui=2&ik=9f36d63b04&jsver=DwQKp74iHY.en.&cbl=gmail_fe_180603.15_p9&view=pt&msg=163f03fc2f05d840&cat=%40S…
The ruling will disproportionately disenfranchise low-income and minority voters.
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DoSomething.org

VIDEO: "I analyze things constantly. I can't turn my brain off."

This Is Erie

8.8K (+8.4K) Post Views
10.5K Total Views
We want you to try ERIE’S BEST WINGS with this $25.00 Gift Card to Odis 12 Bar & Grille! Winner Announced TODAY at 7:00pm! GOOD LUCK! #ThisIsErie

Happy Cousteau Day! Today we celebrate the people who fight to protect the planet for current and future generations, as the Captain did. Jacques-Yves Cousteau was a pioneer in ocean exploration and, through this, he also became a pioneer in the ocean's protection. Today the Cousteau organizations continue his work and follow his path of knowledge, love and protection for our blue planet. We are joined in this continuous battle by people all over the world who fight to preserve the fragile...
VIDEO: Robert De Niro received a standing ovation at the Tony awards after his strong words for Donald Trump.
Robert De Niro's uncensored attack on Donald Trump
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Slate.com 18 hours ago

“The whole food world is in tatters over this but so are my cousins who don’t give a shit about James Beard.”

“He Never Once Exotified Anyone”: A Latino Food Writer on Why Bourdain Meant So Much to His Community

“We know phonies from a thousand miles away. He wasn’t one of those people.”
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The Daily Beast

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2/?ui=2&ik=9f36d63b04&jsver=DwQKp74tHY.en.&cbl=gmail_fe_180603.15_p9&view=pt&msg=163f03fc2f05d840&cat=%40S
Students from Marjorie Stoneman Douglas’ drama department perform a number from ‘Rent’ in a beautiful tribute to the power of strength, resilience, and the power of love.

Tony Awards: Parkland Shooting Survivors Deliver Emotional Performance of ‘Seasons of Love’

Women’s Rights News

We understand 😊

Woman Leaves Husband Of 22 Years Because He Supported Donald Trump

The Daily Beast

“It’s no longer ‘Down with Trump,’ it’s FUCK TRUMP.” -- Robert De Niro

Robert De Niro Screams ‘F*ck Trump’ Twice at Tony Awards, Gets Big Standing Ovation

The Guardian
“I’m gonna say one thing. F*ck Trump.”

Robert De Niro wins ovation for 'Fuck Trump' speech at the Tony awards
Introducing a performance by Bruce Springsteen, the actor twice denounces the president, but his words are...
THEGUARDIAN.COM
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“The Trump Doctrine is, ‘We’re America, Bitch.’ That’s the Trump Doctrine,” a senior White House official tells Jeffrey Goldberg.

A Senior White House Official Defines the Trump Doctrine: ‘We’re America, Bitch’
The president believes that the United States owes nothing to anyone—especially its allies.
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BREAKING: Johnny Tallbear was just exonerated of a murder he didn’t commit after 26 years in an Oklahoma prison. Tallbear, of the Iowa Tribe, is one of the first Native people to be exonerated by DNA in the U.S.

Johnny Tallbear exonerated after 26 years in prison for a murder he didn’t commit
Tallbear served 26 years for murder based on the erroneous statements of an alleged eyewitness who claimed...
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Cry me a river, Mitch.

**Mitch McConnell Whines That Democrats Are Obstructing Trump**
McConnell should have had a bolt of lightening strike him at this year's "Faith & Freedom Coalition."
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Just when you thought you had heard it all.

**There Are People Tasked With Taping Trump’s Papers Back Together After He Rips Them**
The president's habit of tearing up pieces of paper after he's done with them has been hard to break so...
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Facebook may be able to pay to reach you faster. Other websites won't.

**Net Neutrality Is Officially Dead. Here’s How You’ll Notice It’s Gone.**
Day 1 of a worse internet.
SLATE.COM
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Lucid Nation
What are we fighting? This. This is what we're fighting.

Southern Baptist Leader Told Student It Was 'Good' She Was Raped
Paige Patterson, former president of the Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, tells student it was a...
PATHEOS.COM

Basic Rights Oregon
Love this message.

‘Jesus would have baked that cake:’ Pastor explains why he posted sign
A Denver church weighed in on the Supreme Court's ruling in favor of Masterpiece Cakeshop in Lakewood.
9NEWS.COM

Milwaukee Pride
THANK YOU to the dozens of riders who tuned out for the 1st Annual Ride with Pride!
Together, we made Wisconsin history! #LiveProud

‘Really a special event:’ Hundreds turn out for Milwaukee’s first pride ride
MILWAUKEE -- It's officially festival season in Milwaukee as Pridefest is in full swing at Maier Festival...
FOX6NOW.COM

The New Yorker
He viewed other people in instrumental terms, was a compulsive liar, and seemed to have a limited understanding of cause and effect. We're talking about Kaiser Wilhelm II.

What Happens When a Bad-Tempered, Distractible Doofus Runs an Empire?
Donald Trump is reminiscent of Kaiser Wilhelm II, during whose reign the upper echelons of the German...

NEWYORKER.COM

"We are a stoic, rule-abiding and polite people. We are also smug, passive-aggressive and proud."

Trump is a bully who thought Canada was weak. He was wrong about us | Jen Gerson
The president's temper tantrum shows Canada can't trust its closest ally – and we'll go to the...

THEGUARDIAN.COM

Responding to Oliver’s major points on Venezuela, Empire Files producer Mike Prysner walks us through the most glaring omissions and misrepresentations.

Debunking John Oliver on Venezuela
The week of Venezuela's presidential election, John Oliver dedicated an ENTIRE episode of his HBO show...
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Social Security Works

Rick Scott is running for US Senate - and he's currently leading in the polls among older voters. If you have any friends or family living in Florida, please send them this article about Scott's destructive plans for Social Security and Medicare.

Yes, Rick Scott Does Want to Destroy Social Security

Rick Scott may not be politically suicidal enough to publicly state that he wants to destroy Social...
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1,000,000 Strong Against Offshore Drilling

BAM! Vancouver becomes the first major Canadian city to ban plastic straws, foam cups and containers: buff.ly/2rS2g11 Who's next?

Vancouver approves ban on plastic straws, foam cups and containers

After much debate and consultation over the past two years, Vancouver City Council today voted to approve...
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Working America

"Only 4.3 percent of workers will receive a one-time bonus or wage increase tied to the business tax cuts, while businesses received nine times more in cuts than what they passed on to their workers."

Trump’s tax cuts didn’t benefit American workers, just made rich companies richer

Since the tax cuts, companies spent 37 times as much on stock buybacks than they did on bonuses and...
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#BREAKINGNEWS: #SCOTUS ruled to uphold Ohio’s voter purge practice. We will continue to fight for the fundamental right to vote across the country.

SCOTUS REINSTATED OHIO’S VOTER PURGE PRACTICE AND RULLED THAT STATES CAN USE NON-VOTING TO REMOVE ELIGIBLE VOTERS FROM THE REGISTRATION ROLLS.

Sotomayor’s scathing dissent provides two paths forward for voting-rights advocates to mount new attacks on these voter suppressive laws.

Sonia Sotomayor’s Dissent in the Big Voter Purge Case Points to How the Law Might Still Be Struck Down

Sotomayor’s dissent provides two paths forward to mount new attacks on these voter suppressive laws...
EqualityMaine
Go To Post

June 11, 2018 LGBTQ, civil rights organizations celebrate agreement with Maine BMV that allows non-binary gender designation on driver's licenses, ID cards PORTLAND – EqualityMaine, GLBTQ Legal Advocates & Defenders - GLAD, MaineTransNet, and the ACLU of Maine joined together today to celebrate an agreement with the Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles, which will begin offering the option of a non-binary gender designation on driver's licenses and identification cards. The agreement is the...
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Great news! NYC's ban on polystyrene foam food and beverage containers has been upheld in court. These containers should should begin to disappear from restaurants and food service operations by early 2019.
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Happy Pride!  🌈#museumswithpride #sfpride